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Snip. Snip. 
I would think Feickert arms must be tired. It falls out→ he caught it with his lone right hand. 
Like a flying baby. He moves it to the table on a separate tray. Now it is visible to all on the 
overhead. Feickert can sit down. He explains functions of the parts of the brain. Langjhar shuts 
the light off the cadaver and covers the empty head. 
This brain is pink/salmon colored. Not tan as models are presented on the table in front of the 
lecture hall. He next wants to show all the cranial nerves and some arteries. As he speaks his 
gloved hands, not bloody or dirty, a little wet explore the brain. Amazing. 
Langjhar is taking thousands of pictures of the surgeon and the brain. Good thing its digital. 
He explains if a patient has a stroke on the left side of the brain, it is harder on the person. When 
a patient is brain dead, they look for gagging, cough – spinal reflexes. All the cranial nerves are 
spoken of thru the Hypoglossal. 
He now peels off the arachnoid and speaks of the most common reasons for blood in the brain 
trauma.  
More slides as he picks at the brain, only slight larger than his two hands. Note: the right 
dominance is very rare. If you are right handed you are 100% left dominance. If you are left 
handed, you have 90% left dominance. Very rare to be right dominate. As he speaks the brain 
sits there respectfully, proud to be on display. 
He explains how when you are pulled over and have to walk for a police officer, they are 
checking to see if your cerebellum is working. Does alcohol only go there? 
On to the brainstem, damage to this area, and declaring the patient dead. 
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